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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a novel hierarchical recall model fusing
multiple modality (including audio, video and their combination)
for bipolar disorder classification, where patients with different
mania level are recalled layer-by-layer. To address the complex
distribution on the challenge data, the proposed framework utilizes
multi-model, multi-modality and multi-layer to perform domain
adaptation for each patient and hard sample mining for special pa-
tients. The experimental results show that our framework achieves
competitive performance with Unweighed Average Recall (UAR) of
57.41% on the test set, and 86.77% on the development set.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Machine learning approaches; •
Applied computing → Psychology;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Bipolar disorder (BD) [1], previously known as manic depression, is
a mental disorder that causes periods of depression and abnormally
elevated mood. BD is a highly prevalent mental disorder in young
adults, and ranks top-10 disorder by disability-adjusted life year
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(DALY) [18, 27]. Therefore, early and accurate recognition of BD
episodes through machine learning techniques is greatly significant.
The Bipolar Disorder Sub-challenge (BDS) of Audio Visual Emotion
Challenge (AVEC) 2018 [10] requires participants into remission,
hypo-mania and mania depending on audio and visual analysis.

The AVEC 2018 BDS is a new task in the scope of mental dis-
order analysis while AVEC 2016[28] and AVEC 2017[23] focus on
the depression recognition. Both BD and Depression belong to
mood disorder (MD) related with psychical analysis. Therefore,
although BD classification and depression detection are different
tasks, features and models can still be referenced from each other.

Recently, behavioral signal processing and machine learning
have been utilized for automatic MD recognition, where feature
selection plays an important role. A various of primary features
[23, 28], such as Action Units (AUs) and Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs), are extracted and applied in mental disorder
analysis. To obtain more robust information, statistical analysis
is applied to merge these frame-level features into high-level de-
scriptors. There are two kinds of information integration strategies,
including subject-level [25, 30, 31] and topic-level [12], respectively.
In subject-level processing, statistical functions or regression func-
tions are performed over an interview[25, 30, 31]. In topic-level
processing, statistical operations are implemented in specific topics
separately[12]. These topic based features retain fine-grained fea-
tures and play an important role in MD recognition. To eliminate
overfitting, feature selection is used further to discard redundant
features or select more discriminative features[12, 25]. In [12], a
feature selection algorithm called correlation-based feature subset
selection (CFS) is introduced to select informative features. In [25],
text features combination is optimized by recurrently removing
one or two features and evaluating the rest features via a machine
learning model.

Based on feature engineering, multi-modality fusion is com-
monly used in previous works. There are two kinds of fusion. One
is feature-level fusion[12, 26], the other is decision-level fusion[5,
25, 30, 31]. Because different modalities have different domains, it is
difficult for feature-level fusion to take the advantages of all modali-
ties simultaneously. Decision-level fusion easily takes the character-
istic of each modality into consideration. The key of decision-level
fusion is the fusing structure. In [5, 31], the predictions of different
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modalities are fused via linear weighted summation. Bo Sun et al
[25] concatenates predictions of different modalities and use Ran-
dom Forest to output integrated results. In [30], predictions of three
modalities are fused using a DNN. It is worth noting that in above
methods, the final prediction for every instance is made at the same
layer, which assumes different patients have same domain in each
modality. However, with regard to the particularity of the given
BD corpus, our experiments show that different patients, especially
those who are difficult to identify, have different domains in multi
modalities. For instance, with respect to the same mania level, some
patients have loud voice but calm expression while some have low
voice but exaggerated expression.

To build a classification model for the BD corpus, one intuition is
to perform different decision strategies for different patients instead
of classifying all patients at same layer. Therefore, targeting to
AVEC 2018 BDS, a novel hierarchical recall framework is proposed
in this paper for multi-modality fusion. In order to realize domain
adaptation and hard sample mining, the predictions of patients are
made layer-by-layer, where patients with high confidence level are
first recalled while patients with low confidence level are delivered
to next layer to perform further judgment. This hierarchical model
is symmetric and take the advantages of different modalities in
each layer. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that
hierarchical recall framework is used in BD classification.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the topicmodeling
based on multi-modality features are discussed in details. Section 3
describes our multi-modality hierarchical recall framework based
on GBDTs. Section 4 analyzes the experimental results, and the
conclusion is given in Section 5.

2 BIPOLAR DISORDER FEATURE ANALYSIS
2.1 Topic Modeling
According to the BDS introduction, each patient was required to
complete several tasks in front of video camera. According by [12],
fine-grained features extracted by topic-level models were proven
effective for performance improvement. However, the corpus pro-
vided by AVEC 2018 BDS does not contain the textual transcripts
of interviews. Therefore, we perform automatic topic segmentation
to conduct context analysis and topic segmentation. First, we use
Automatic Speech Recognition 1 and Neural Machine Translation 2

of Google Cloud Platform (GCP) to transform Turkish audio into
English text with word time offsets. As our observation on these
translated text, most of interviews include 3 fixed topics shown as
table 1. Then, an automatic topic segmentation was implemented
via detection for counting numbers. That means we detected two
time points at which the counting numbers occur and disappear
respectively. Because there is a small portion of transcriptions that
don’t contain counting numbers, each of their corresponding videos
is divided into three equal segments. Finally, each video is divided
into three topics.

Therefore, topic modeling, where audio, video and text features
are generated for each topic segment respectively, can be performed
in this corpus. There are two inherent advantages of topic modeling:

1https://cloud.google.com/speech/
2https://cloud.google.com/translate/

Table 1: The list of 3 topics in BD corpus

Ind. Topic Abbr. Required Task

1 negative_task
Describe why you come here
Depict Van Gogh’s Depression
Describe the worst memory

2 neutral_task Count 1-30
Count 1-30 again (often faster)

3 positive_task Depict Dengel’s Home Sweet Home
Describe the best memory

(1) Detailed information of each topic is retained. It easily
makes sense that applying statistical functions to short-term
features over entire interview may loss detailed features.

(2) Each topic is characterized by different features. With
feature selection analysis, we can focus on different features
under each topic context such as the crying when describing
the worst memory, and the smiling when describing the best
memory.

2.2 Features Extraction
2.2.1 Audio Features. The audio features provided by AVEC

2018 consist of low-level descriptors, the turn timings of speech and
the timings between each sound separator. LLDs are extracted with
openSMILE [24], including MFCCs [20] (0-12, delta, delta-delta),
and eGeMAPS [9], which are common features for automatic audio
analysis. The timings between each sound separator are obtained by
template matching of the sound event, recoding the start time and
end time of each answer to the questions. We concatenate these
two as low-level feature extracted by openSMILE fsmile ∈ R62,
composed of 23 eGeMAPS features and 39 MFCCs features. At first,
we simply perform four statistic functions in the low-level features,
including maximum, minimum, average and standard deviation,
which are respectively defined as

f max
smile = max

t ∈τ
faudio (t)

f min
smile = min

t ∈τ
faudio (t)

f meansmile =
1
τ

∑
t ∈τ

faudio (t)

f varsmile =

√
1
τ

∑
t ∈τ

(
fsmile (t) − f mean

smile

)2 , (1)

where τ is the time sequence. Then, we further concatenate the fea-
tures Fsmile ∈ R248 for each topic: Fsmile = { f max

smile , f
min
smile , f

mean
smile ,

f varsmile }. To describe global and local information, we respectively
extract the global feature Fallsmile ∈ R248 and topic-level feature
F 1−3smile ∈ R248×3.

Based on the turn timings of speech, we utilize 5 statistic func-
tions (maximum, minimum, average, sum, and standard deviation)
to extract the duration time fduration ∈ R5 of each sentence and
the pause time fpause ∈ R5 between sentences, and concatenate
them as time feature Ft ime = { fduration , fpause } ∈ R10.

That is, for each subject, audio features with (248+248×3+10) =
1002 dimensions are extracted.
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2.2.2 Video Features. Motivated by YoungMania Rating Scale
(YMRS) [32], four kinds visual features (AUs, eyesight, emotion and
body movement) related to YMRS are extracted.

Facial Action Units (FAUs) describe human facial expression,
which can judge whether the subject suddenly laughs or cries with-
out reason. Therefore, we use FAUs provided by AVEC2018, in-
cluding the intensity of 17 key AUs in each frame. Inspired by
Motion History Histogram (MHH) [17, 31], we extract the 17 key
AUs MHH features fau_mhh ∈ R17×5×10=850 with 5 time inter-
vals Mk ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} and 10 equally spaced bins Rb ∈
{−5,−4,−3, ..., 3, 4, 5}. Moreover, we apply 16 statistic functions to
reduce the feature dimension and generate the AUs statistic feature
fau_static ∈ R17×16=272 for each topic.

Eyesight features can show whether the subject is in hostility
or dull state. We calculate 7 characteristics such as Mean, Variance,
Covariance etc. for left and right eyes separately. Thus, there are
feyesiдht ∈ R17×1=17 statistic features for each topic.

Inspired by YMRS, many BD patients have higher emotions and
they are infuriated easily. We extract emotion features from Face++
toolkit [16]. Face++ toolkit is a platform to detect and analyze the
detected faces, including the analysis result of confidence scores
for seven kinds of emotion: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, neu-
tral, sadness and surprise. Using Face++ toolkit, we estimate the
emotion in each frame. We extract seven frequency histograms
of all emotions and four presences of four emotions, such as sad-
ness, anger, happiness and surprise, to the visual feature vector for
each topic. However, it is hard to measure the changes of emotions.
Therefore, we obtain the values of valence and arousal respectively
in each frame according to the rules for the map of seven emotion
mentioned above to Valence-Arousal coordinate space [21]. Besides
adding 13 statistic functions of valence values and arousal values re-
spectively, we add 24 statistic functions of Euclidean distance of the
consecutive frame in Valence-Arousal coordinate space to the visual
feature vector, which can reflect the intensity of emotion’s changes.
Thus, we generate emotion feature femotion ∈ R11+13×2+24=61 for
each topic.

Mentioned by YMRS, limb and head movements when answer-
ing questions are also important features indicating the increasing
energy and movements on patients. For head movements, we use
the same method as eyesight. For limb movement, we count the
significant pixel variations between frames, which reflects the pa-
tient’s range of limb movement. This part provides body movement
feature fbody_movement ∈ R7×1=7 as global feature.

Totally, 3607 visual features are extracted for three topics.

2.2.3 Text Features. Text-based features have been proved ef-
fective in the work of [25, 29]. So we extracted text features as
well. Using the suite of Linguistic Analysis Tools (SALAT)[13], text
analysis was performed automatically on the transcripts of BD
interview. The tools we used include Natural Language Process-
ing Tool (siNLP)[6] and Sentiment Analysis and Cognition Engine
(SEANCE)[7].

siNLP[6] extracts 14 linguistic features such as the number of
words, sentences, unique words. SEANCE[7] contains eight kinds of
sentiment indices. Ting Dang et al. [8] investigated the ANEW[2],
EmoLex[19], SenticNet[3] and Lasswell[14] among these indices

Table 2: Dimension of each feature category in each inter-
view

Feature name Dimension

MFCC-eGeMAPS-original 248
MFCC-eGeMAPS-3topics 744

Timing 10
AUs 3366

Emotion 183
Eyesight 51

Body movement 7
SiNLP 42

SenticNet 90
ANEW 96
EmoLex 120
Lasswell 438

Sum 5395

and showed their effectiveness in emotion prediction and depres-
sion recognition. Therefore, we used these four indices to extract
word affect features for each topic among each transcript. In total,
786 dimensional text-based features were extracted.

2.3 Features Selection
According to Table 2, totally 5395-dimensional features are selected.
The high-dimensional feature vector is too redundant to train a
classification model with excellent performance. For avoiding over-
fitting in the case of few samples and train an effective classification
model, it is essential to do the feature selection.

We apply Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)[22] algorithm for fea-
ture selection. ANOVA is a collection of statistical models, which
is used to analyze the differences among group means in a sample,
such as the variation among and between groups. So we use scikit-
learn toolkit [15] to calculate the ANOVA F-value between label
and feature, and select the effective features by the orders of the
importance of ANOVA F-value.

3 THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
3.1 Gradient Boosted Decision Tree
Gradient Boosted Decision Tree [11] (GBDT) algorithm is one of
the most mentioned algorithms in recent years, mainly due to its
superior performance in various data mining and machine learning
competitions. It can be used for classification and regression tasks
with automatic feature selection.

GBDT, like the Random Forest algorithm, forms a strong learner
by combining weak learners. However, the decision tree used in
the GBDT algorithm can only be a regression tree, because each
tree of the algorithm learns the residual of the sum of all previous
tree conclusions. This residual is a cumulative prediction value that
can be obtained (By using the residual of each predicted result and
the target value as the target of the next learning).

In order to make the models have better expressiveness for fea-
tures, we use Scalable and Flexible Grandient Boosting Algorithm
[4] for framework optimization. Considering the excellent learning
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Figure 1: Multi-modality hierarchical recall framework based on GBDTs. The final structure of hierarchical recall model uses
five models, consisting of one audio-video model, two audio models and two video models. The Class #1, Class #2 and Class #3
represent labels of Remission, Hypo-mania, Mania respectively.

performance and efficient training speed, the eXtreme Gradient
Boosting (XGBoost), which is an efficient machine learning function
library, is employed to our models.

3.2 Multi-modality Hierarchical Recall
The proposedmulti-modality hierarchical recall framework is shown
in Figure 1. It contains three layers from easy to hard, and hierarchi-
cally recall corresponding category. Subject with high confidence
level is first recalled while the low one is delivered to the next layer
for further judgment. In this way, we can filter out correct results
layer-by-layer.

In this framework, we combine three modalities: audio, video
and audio-video. The features used in this framework are extracted
via topic modeling with the help of text transcriptions. The models
of audio-video, audio and video modality are trained by audio-video,
audio and video features respectively. All the models above output
the probability of two categories, and decide whether they directly
output the classification result or deliver the subject into the next
layer.

Taking an example to illustrate, we firstly send a subject to
C1-C3 GBDT model in the first layer, where the probabilities of
Class #1 and Class #3 of this subject are obtained. If the output
probability of this model is greater than a predetermined threshold,
we specify it directly as the corresponding category. Otherwise, this
sample called "unrecall ones", will be sent into the next layer for
further judgement. The models in the later layer are similar to the
operation of the previous ones. In response to the previous layer

output unrecall result for different categories of propensity, we sent
it into the corresponding model. For example, in the second layer,
those "unrecall ones" from first layer with higher probability of
Class #1 than Class #3 are delivered to C1-C2 GBDT model and the
other are delivered to C2-C3 GBDTmodel. The output of the second
layer also directly classifies the category or sent it into the last layer.
In order to make the framework have better generalization ability,
we only use three layers. So the sample that is "unrecalled ones" in
the first two layers will get the specific results in the later layers.

Each layer of the above performs a two-category recall of the
sample. After a multi-hierarchical recall, we can get a satisfactory
classification result. Our framework is a layered and symmetrical
multi-modality framework. The experimental results show that our
framework has good accuracy and robustness.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 The AVEC2018 Bipolar Disorder

Sub-Challenge Dataset
The AVEC2018 Bipolar Disorder Sub-Challenge Dataset is part of
the Turkish Audio-Visual Bipolar Disorder Corpus [5]. It includes
audio and visual recordings of structured interviews performed by
47 Turkish speaking subjects aged 18-53. All those Turkish subjects
are bipolar disorder patients and were recorded into video camera
in every follow up day (0th- 3rd- 7th- 14th- 28th day) during hospi-
talization and after discharge on the 3rd month. In each interview,
they were asked to answer questions in Table 1. In the AVEC2018
Bipolar Disorder Sub-Challenge Dataset, all recordings are split
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MFCC-eGeMAPS-

original(74)

MFCC-eGeMAPS-

3topics(26)

AUs(43)

Eyesight(7)

Figure 2: Distribution of feature categories corresponding to
the selected features

into three parts: 104 recordings in training set, 60 recordings in
development set and 54 recordings in test set. Besides, AVEC2018
provides the label of Young Mania Rating Scale scores and the
ternary value of remission/hypo-mania/mania according to YMRS
scores as follow:

1.Remission : Yt ≤ 7
2.Hypo −mania : 7 < Yt < 20
3.Mania : Yt ≥ 20

4.2 Selected Feature Analysis
Although we have tried to extract various features, only some of
them will actually work in the end. The selected features are visu-
alized in Figure 2, which contain 100 audio features and 50 video
features. Audio statistic features in eGeMAPS and MFCC features
are chosen in majority, due to the importance of the spectral and
prosodic information. Furthermore, these statistics features both
on original and three topics account for a large proportion of se-
lected features, which means that the topic modeling successfully
extended the effective features. As for the video features, AUs fea-
tures play a strong role in this task, since the facial expressions of
the patients are different from normal persons. Eyesight features
are also useful because the eyes of mania patients tend to be erratic.
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that even if the features are not
selected, they may still be useful in other models.

4.3 Parameters of Multi-modality Hierarchical
Recall Model

The final structure of hierarchical recall model uses five models,
consisting of one audio-video model, two audio models and two
video models. For designing all these models, we have tested several
parameters and selected those which obtained the highest UAR on
the development set. The parameters of all models used in the
hierarchical recall model are shown in table 3. In addition, the
threshold is set according to the balance of the precision and recall
rates.

4.4 Results
As shown in Figure 1, the hierarchical multi-modality fusion model
recalls the samples layer-by-layer. Table 4 shows the sample num-
bers of models recalled per layer. We can see that Layer1 recalls

Figure 3: The Precision-Recall Curve of mania

none sample due to its highest threshold, since the function it wants
to achieve is grouping. After the first two layers, there are still 16
and 9 samples that have not been recalled in the Dev and Test set
respectively. Fortunately, the third-layer model fills the gap well
and perfectly realizes multi-modality fusion.

We evaluated each of the five models separately. The results in
the development set are shown in Table 6 with the metrics using
recall and accuracy rate. Note that the evaluation samples used
here removes samples that do not belong to the category of the
corresponding model. Obviously, the first C1-C3 model has the best
performance, which combines the advantages of audio and video.

In order to better demonstrate the performance of our sub-model,
we plotted the Precision Recall Curve (PRC) of the C2-C3 audio
model as Figure 3 , where the recall rate is all 100% when the
corresponding precision rate is 95%, 90%, 85%. We find that high
recall rate is maintained even at high precision rate. This means that
there are very few samples that are misclassified, and this model
has excellent performance.

As Table 5 shows, our model achieves competitive performance
by gradually recalling samples. Note that the baseline system has a
lot of performance degradation on the test set. This implies that the
overfitting of the baseline system is very serious, which should be
avoided. Our result in the dev set is better than any others, and the
result in the test set is still clearly better than all baseline, which
demonstrates that our model has particularly good generalization
performance. At the same time, we also conducted a direct tenary-
classification task. The prediction is performed using a C1-C2-C3
model trained by similar features. We can see that although the
performance of the tenary-classification model on the Dev set is
better than the proposed model, there is still a large performance
loss on the test set. This shows that that direct multimodal model
fusion is not feasible, and the Multi-modality Hierarchical Recall
Model solves the problem that the modal is difficult to fuse through
Hierarchical Recall and achieves competitive results.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we targeted to AVEC 2018 Bipolar Disorder Challenge
and conducted multi modalities analysis for BD corpus. In order
to perform domain adaptation for each patient and hard sample
mining for special patients, we proposed a new hierarchical recall
model, where patients of different mania level are recalled at multi
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Table 3: Parameters of Multi-modality Hierarchical Recall Model

Layer Modality Model Learning rate L2 regularization parameter Threshold
Layer1 Audio+Video C1-C3 0.03 0.2 0.95

Layer2 Audio C1-C2 0.13 0.1 0.55
C2-C3 0.09 0.5 0.55

Layer3 Video C1-C2 0.19 0.1 \
C2-C3 0.01 0.1 \

Table 4: The number of models recalled per layer

Layer Class1 Class2 Class3 Uncertain

Dev
Layer1 0 0 0 60
Layer2 12 16 16 16
Layer3 17 23 20 0

Test
Layer1 0 0 0 54
Layer2 5 23 17 9
Layer3 7 27 20 0

Table 5: Bipolar disorder recognition results

Proposed(%) Tenary classification model(%) Baseline(Audio)(%) Baseline(Visual)(%) Baseline(Audiovisual)(%)
Dev 86.77 72.00 69.84 57.14 79.37
Test 57.41 53.70 50.00 33.33 44.44

Table 6: The experimental results of five single-modal mod-
els

Model Recall(%) Accuracy(%)
Audio+Video C1-C3 100.0 100.0

Audio C1-C2 87.30 87.17
Audio C2-C3 97.61 97.61
Video C1-C2 100.0 100.0
Video C2-C3 76.19 76.19

layers instead of single layer. The UAR of our proposed model
significantly outperforms the baseline method. As far as we know,
this is the first time that hierarchical recall model is proposed and
applied to MD analysis.

In our future work, deep semantic features will be extracted and
fused with hierarchical recall model to improve UAR further.
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